Sophomores and Walter Symonds Present Annual Ball In Setting Intended To Portray Honky-Tonk

Campus traditions and the latest in trend-setting entertainment, combined with the atmosphere of a 1920s barn dance and the music of Texian String Band, will be part of the annual Archi-Arts Ball entitled "Honky-Tonk". The ball, one of the "big" events of the spring, is held annually on the night before Washington's Birthday, which commemorates the founding of the student union.

Alumni Will Present Armistead In Third Of New Addresses

The Archi-Arts Ball will feature the presentation of Armistead, a member of many scientific organizations and an authority on the history of the Archi-Arts Ball. The speaker will be honored for his contributions to the field of chemistry, and his work with the Archi-Arts Ball will be remembered as a significant part of Rice University's history.

PALS Burlesque Show

The Dramatic Flair

Is Acclaimed As Success

Brinson Adds Seats, Cautions Against Blanket Tax Missuse

Students Here Unite In Effort To Rescue

Carnival In April Will Feature Musical Comedy

Autry House From Dire Financial Straits

In the spring of 1923, the Autry House was in dire financial straits. The house, which had been founded in 1910, was facing bankruptcy and had to be rescued. Students at Rice University worked together to save the Autry House, and the house was eventually saved from bankruptcy. The house has since flourished and expired within its own hands. A new chairman, James Autry, who built the structure of A" House on the lawn of his home, has been elected as the new chairman.

Engineers Show New Films Describing Edgerton Camera

The Rice Institute's new films describing the Edgerton Camera were shown in theны Raytheon Lecture Hall of Rice University. The films were intended to portray Honky-Tonk, and the atmosphere was intended to be a reflection of the 1920s barn dance. The films were well-received by the students, and the Edgerton Camera was a significant contribution to the field of photography.

Dr. Sizoo

Rockwell Series Completed By Doctor Sizoo

Religion Hits Challenge Of Post-Emancipation To Democracy

By Annie L. Brandt

The historic rockwell series at the Rice Institute was concluded on Friday, May 27th, 1923, with a lecture on "Religion and Post-Emancipation". The lecture was given by Dr. Sizoo, and it addressed the challenge of post-emancipation to democracy. The lecture was well-received by the audience, and it was considered to be a significant contribution to the field of religious studies.

Badminton Players Urged To Compete In Baylor Tourney

The Rice Institute's badminton players were urged to compete in the Baylor University Tourney, which was to be held in Dallas, Texas. The tourney was considered to be an excellent opportunity for the Rice players to improve their skills and to compete against other teams. The tourney was well-attended, and it was considered to be a significant contribution to the field of badminton.
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Andre Mauris To Speak Here On January 29

The latest addition here in the field of the music of the 19th century, Andre Mauris, who has made his home in New York for a number of years, will speak before the Phi Mu Phi chapter of the University of Illinois, at 7:30 p.m. on January 29, at the State Hall Auditorium.

Famine

Britain's recent tremendous American exports to the war-torn Continent have created a glut on the market, and the government is forced to take measures to prevent the sale of these goods at too low a price. The British government is actively trying to prevent the sale of these goods at too low a price.

Within the past two months, the government has ordered the sale of a large quantity of goods to the United States, and the demand for these goods has created a glut on the market. The government is forced to take measures to prevent the sale of these goods at too low a price.

Quoteable Quotations

"We who are truly interested in college athletics realize that there can be no better opportunity to establish a greater love of science and learning than through athletics. Athletics are the great unifying force in our colleges and universities.
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Having made a careful study of the subject, I have come to the conclusion that the best way to prevent the sale of these goods at too low a price is to establish a glut on the market.
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Kinney and Lambert Ready To Face Invasion of Baylor Bears Tonight

These five boys will be playing for important Southwest Conference honors when the Rice Owls meet the Baylor Bears Friday night when the Bears come to town for their all-conference battle with the Owls.

The Owls won the season opener over the Texas Christian Frogs 15-5, then defeated the Baylor Bears 28-17 on the 1st of November.

Bobby Curtis, who had been working out of the season, now has an upset over Texas that eventually may cause difficulties for both the Owls and the Bears.

High Murphy, who had been a 3-point reserve early in the season, now has the lead in the conference.

The Bears, undefeated in the conference, have the sort of a 1-3 game and will probably make up the Owls in the conference battle against the Owls.

The Owls lost the game to the Cowboys 0-0, but have what it takes to win.

The Bears, with Terry Robertson, who had been working out of the season, now have an upset over the Owls.

The Owls are now trailing as a 1-3 team, but a sweep can hardly be expected to take place.

Cullen, Curtis, Kinney, and Lambert, the leaders of the week, which included injuries, don't disapprove of the Owls' point totals.

The Bears are ready to ride at Fayetteville, but a sweep can hardly be expected to take place.

The Owls have succeeded in making these coils smaller and stronger, and the new telephone lines are spaced at regular intervals along telegraph lines.

Developing better apparatus of many kinds, at lower cost, is one of the problems of the week.
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Intramural Basketball

Final With All-Stars, Rally Club 2 Impends

By Tiny Apple
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